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Anchors Aweigh
Xmas Party Fizzer
Despite fine weather and the same venue as last year but under different management. The sawdust and tile type
pub maybe old and dirty, but it’s our local and one we have supported.
The single tables were not laid out with Xmas decorations disappointingly, however the food was unanimously
declared as terrific.
Twenty five were booked, but only twenty arrived, too late to cancel any food, so what was left over everybody
took home a doggy bag and three boxes were delivered to the homeless at Fred’s Place. Despite the jollity yours
truly forgot to take the camera and also to take a doggy bag for ourselves, Graham Moon who also had another
meeting to attend and unable to be with us has been informed of the disappointment of the venue and it will be on
the agenda at a future meeting.
Brian
Note: Fred’s Place is a St Vincent de Paul homeless support service located in Tweed Heads. It provides a basic
needs drop-in service. The facility has showers, laundry facilities, staffed kitchen, internet and telephone, lounge
area, inside and outside areas to socialise, and mailing facilities. A case worker is available for people
experiencing crisis. The drop-in centre also provides in-house services including Psychological services, Legal Aid
assistance, Drug and Alcohol worker, Liver Screening clinic and Centrelink support - all available on a weekly or
fortnightly basis. Services are provided at no cost.
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Vale - Walter Backhouse
21st February 1923 - 3rd December 2019
A proud veteran, gentleman, devoted family man who enjoyed a
conversation with everyone he met throughout his life.
Born in 1923 in Darlinghurst/Woolloomooloo Sydney; Walter was the
second youngest in a family of 13. Here he learnt the importance of
family support and community. At the age of 18 in 1941, Walter went
down to the wharf where the Queen Mary was docked, put up his hand
and enlisted to train as a merchant seaman to “do his bit” for WWII.
During WWII within the Merchant Navy Walter transported thousands of
troops across the Atlantic, Pacific and Middle East while outrunning the
German U-boats (submarines). The Queen Mary’s top speed of 25 knots
afforded the advantage.
Walter also served on the SS Ceramic. On 26th November 1942 after
arriving a few days earlier in Liverpool from Cape Town the Ceramic was
due to set sail back to Sydney at 6.30pm. Walter was on shore leave and
after debating whether to re-join the Ceramic he made the last-minute
decision to sail but when he arrived to sign on, he was informed by an
officer that he was too late. Walter tried to convince the officer to let him
sign on but was refused so he decided to hop on a train to London instead. A week later walking the streets of
London Walter spotted a Navy friend, so they went to a local pub for a drink and Walter was told of the fate of the
SS Ceramic. On the night of the 6th December the SS Ceramic was torpedoed by a German U-boat while crossing the
Atlantic. She went down after being hit by 3 torpedoes in a severe storm. There was only one survivor who was
taken prisoner of war.
Walter re-lived and told many stories of his time in the Merchant Navy and his long and colourful life but his time on
the Queen Mary and the thoughts of his lost mates from the SS Ceramic never left him.
Medals awarded for WWII service:
Atlantic Star
1939 -1945 Star
Pacific Star
Defence Medal
Australian Service Medal
Service record:
Joined the Merchant Navy at 18 years on the Queen Mary in 1941
Battle of the Atlantic
Battle of Pacific
Middle East
Occupation of Japan at the end of WWII
Once WWII had officially ended, Walter served on the HMAS Westralia as part of the British Commonwealth
Occupational Force.
After WWII Walter met Marie at a dance at the Paddington town hall and
after two engagement rings later, they were married in 1951 at St Johns
Church Darlinghurst. Walter and Marie had a large circle of friends and
family, and enjoyed a great social life together at parties, Sydney night
clubs and picnics on Shark Island. Walter and Marie have two children,
Donna and Brett born in 1959 and 1961. Walter and Marie enjoyed a lot of
time with their much-loved grandchildren Jack and Ryan.
Walter saw and experienced the most the amazing changes throughout his
lifetime. His longevity held many loves – Marie (1927-2011), children
Donna and Brett, and his grandchildren Jack and Ryan goes without saying,
but there were many more: Jazz music and the clarinet, Daily swim at
Rainbow Bay until he was well into his eighties, Visiting the trawlers at
Tweed Heads as soon as they arrived with their daily catch, Catching up
with local friends, Fish and chips & Chinese food, Parties and night clubs,
Social & family functions and Whisky.
Throughout his life Walter worked in Australian Customs, Real Estate and
owned restaurants. His favourite unofficial occupation during his retirement
years was as a trader. Walter would spend hours visiting his “traps” trading
prawns, avocados, honey and bananas with his natural good charm. Walter was from a generation that served his
country without a second thought and made a difference to our way of life.
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Meetings & Dates for 2020
Note: All times are NSW times
26th January
19th February
18th March
15th April
27th April
TBA May
17th June
15th July
19th August
3rd September
21st October
11th November
December

Flag Raising At The Monument Australia Day
General Meeting Anzac Room
Social To Be Advised
General Meeting Anzac Room
Flag Raising At The Monument Anzac Day
Flag Raising Monument Centaur Day
General Meeting Anzac Room
Social To Be Advised
AGM Anzac Room
International Merchant Navy Day Service at the Monument
General Meeting Anzac Room
Flag Raising At Monument
TBA

11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
9.30am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am

Crossed the Bar
Robert (Tug) Wilson
Bob (Tug) Wilson crossed the bar on the 17th January. He fought valiantly
over many years with the ever faithful Carole right by his side. Though not
an SEQ member of our association he helped out in many ways and he
was very grateful as it eased his battle over his final months. As was
reported by the Naval Association President of the Greenbank RSL at his
eulogy, his passion that the Merchant Navy was not recognised and
honoured for their efforts in the conflicts throughout the world. Tug spent
20 years in the Australian Merchant Navy, mainly in the engine room as
he had previously been in the Royal Australian Navy. Such was his
passion that he was the guest speaker at the dedication of our monument at
Point Danger in September 2017, so impressed was the Mayor of the Gold
Coast Tom Tate that he asked Tug for a copy to go in to the archives of the
Gold Coast City Council for all time.
It is many years since I have seen so many people attend a funeral, the
parlour was filled to overflowing and there were nearly as many people
outside as in, the air conditioning could not cope as all doors and windows
had to be left open for the mourners outside to hear the service. Just prior
to the service actually starting as the casket was closed, Graham Moon and
myself draped the red ensign alongside the white ensign over the casket with his medals and his sailors hat. There
were three memorable parts to the service, the tribute from the Naval Association which included reference to his
service in the Merchant Navy, the Masonic Lodge remembrance ceremony, where masonic members were asked to
stand, three standing from our association and the poppy service conducted by the RSL, where initially family then
service associations were asked to place a poppy on the casket. The service lasted well over the hour. We were well
represented at the service with eight of us attending plus two Vindi lads from the previous/past Qld Assoc.
As mentioned in previous newsletters, we were able to help Tug twice in his efforts to finalise and promote the MN.
The first was an SOS to garner numbers for the International Merchant Navy Day on Sept 3rd at Greenbank RSL,
this we did sending a bus of six of us to the service, where Tug made an impassioned plea for us not to forget the
sacrifice of the Merchant Navy. The second was to find a suitable home for the painting which had been bequeathed
to him by a Vindi survivor of the Pedestal Convoy, Ray Morton, this was done and now hangs in the Anzac room at
Twin Towns RSL. Just days before his passing I informed him and sent a photo, I also had time to send him a CD
of Bill Gould’s radio interview in 2010, which he had requested, this was also achieved as Marilyn, Bill’s daughter
sent me a copy, which I was able to copy and send on to Tug.
As with all things unnatural, at the wake Eileen and I were approached by a gentleman and asked what we were
doing at the funeral, we recognised the chap but couldn’t put a name to him, he then said Richie Wilson, this
brought back flooding memories of 40 odd years ago, his brother was also a friend and a carpenter, I painted
hundreds of homes he built, yep they were younger brothers of Tug and we had never met before, believe it or not.
Far too young to cross the bar he inspired us to continue his work, rest in peace knowing you
have fulfilled your tasks.
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Virgin Voyages Valiant Lady
Virgin Voyages has announced that its second ship will be called
“Valiant Lady” and that it will sail 7-night Mediterranean cruises
departing from Barcelona, Spain, when it launches in May 2021.
With a total of 20+ food choices onboard the Valiant Lady, Virgin
Voyages will bring city-like eating to sea and throw out the
traditional cruise dining rule book, with no buffet, no main dining
room, no forced formal wear, no assigned seating, no assigned dining
times and enhanced the choice for sailors to grab a bite by keeping
restaurant doors open until well into the night and in some cases the
early hours of the morning.
Virgin Voyages does not believe in paying more for great food and
ditched the traditional up charges levied when dining in specialty restaurants at sea. Virgin Voyages has designed all
eateries on board to offer exceptional made to order eats and opted to include all restaurant food in the voyage fare.
Virgin Voyages is throwing out traditional cliches on luxury and formalities, instead bringing Rebellious Luxe to life
at sea with their RockStar Suites designed by Tom Dixon’s
Design Research Studio as the pinnacle of that experience.
Highlights of the Massive Suite, the top suite aboard the
Valiant Lady, include its very own guitar-clad music room,
views of the ocean from every corner of the suite, and a
massive terrace complete with its own Peek-a-View outdoor
shower, hot tub, hammocks and a runway outdoor dining table,
where a staircase will help Sailors make their way on top of
the table for dancing.
Crew: 1,150, Guests: 2,700, Length: 278 m / 912 feet, Width:
38 m / 125 feet, Gross tonnage: 110,000

Turkey says Canal Istanbul mega project to free Bosphorus
Turkish government says mega-canal will prevent accidents
allowing transit for an additional 160 vessels per day in the
Istanbul Canal (Kanal İstanbul) project. Turkey’s Minister of
Environment and Urbanisation Murat Kurum said that studies
on the potential impact of the project on the environment were
nearing completion and that the project was being carried out
with the highest-level environmental sensitivity.
The proposal to build the Istanbul Canal waterway has
attracted criticism amid fears that it could adversely affect the
environment and displace thousands of people. Mr Kurum said
“We see Canal Istanbul as a very important project forthe
future of our country with its coastal structures, marinas, container ports and logistics centres,” adding “the
Bosphorus [coasts] will certainly not to be opened forconstruction. Its historical, natural fabric will be preserved.
“The canal will be an artificial sea-level waterway that will connect the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara and the
Mediterranean. When complete it would turn Istanbul’s western side into an artificial Island. Thecanal will run from
the Durusu region on Istanbul’s Black Sea coast to Kucukcekmece Lake on the Sea of Marmara. Reportedly,
documents from Turkey’s Environment Ministry showed the canal would be 25 m deep and 250-1,000 m wide when
complete, subject to dock locations.
The Bosphorus is one of the most crowded waterways in the world with 42,000 vessels passing through in 2016,
dwarfing the 16,800 vessels that passed through the Suez Canal the same year. Turkey has stated that the mega
project, which will cost up to USD$10Bn, partly has the objective of eliminating the rising risk posed by ships
carrying dangerous goods through the Bosphorus
The sheer density of shipping traffic through the Bosphorus and navigational problems including sharp turns mean
that the strait has been the site of several accidents and oil spills. Six major accidents have caused the deaths 100
people and the leakage of 108,000 tons of oil in since 1960s. The 45-kilometer (nearly 28-mile) canal will be built
west of the city centre on the European side of the Istanbul isthmus. The Turkish government says the planned canal
is meant to provide relief to shipping traffic between the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmara, particularly oil tanker
traffic, through the Bosphorus Mr Kurum said.”With Canal Istanbul, we will take the burden of the Bosphorus and
hand it down to the next generations in a better way.” The Turkish government intends for the project to be
completed by 2023 as part of the 100th anniversary the foundation of the modern Turkish republic.
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Does the Mahogany Ship really Exist?
The ‘Mahogany Ship’ is Australia’s most enduring maritime
mystery. It refers to the wreck of a large, wooden sailing ship
which was driven up onto the Victorian coastline roughly
halfway between the towns of Port Fairy to the west, and
Warrnambool, to the east. For nearly two hundred years,
generations of Victorians have been scratching their collective
heads over what this ship was doing there, how it got there,
what it was transporting, and what happened to the people on
board?
The first account of the ship came from these three sailors. Over
the succeeding seventy years, more and more reports were
made. As early as the 1840s, and as late as the 1870s, 80s and
90s, a wide variety of eyewitnesses from day-trippers, sailors,
and nearby residents all claimed to have seen the wreck of an
ancient wooden sailing ship beached on the coast, and many had
speculated as to what it was doing there, how it had gotten there,
and what the ship might’ve been carrying.
Why is it called the ‘Mahogany Ship’? First, the Mahogany Ship is not actually made of mahogany. Newspaper
reports, letters and witness testimonies merely speak of a ship made of dark, dense wood which they described as
LOOKING like mahogany. What the ship was actually made of has never been determined. The most accepted
theory is that the Mahogany Ship is the wreckage of a Portuguese or Spanish ship, part of an exploratory fleet which
is believed to have sailed past Australia during its explorations of the continent in 1522. This is significant because,
if it’s true, it would mean that Western contact with the Australian continent could be traced all the way back to the
early 16th century a time when Henry VIII still sat on the throne of England! If the ship was part of this exploratory
fleet, then it was most likely a caravel – an early type of sailing vessel, commonly used in the 15th and 16th
centuries
Even by the standards of the early 1500s, caravels were not considered large ships. At best, they were perhaps 4065ft long, maybe 70ft at best (21.33 m). Imagine sailing something that tiny from somewhere like Portugal or Spain,
halfway around the world into waters which were completely unknown, uncharted and unseen by Western eyes, with
absolutely no certainty of getting home!…and then wrecking your ship on the coast of some far-off, uncharted
island! Now there’s the business-trip from Hell…!!
The Mahogany Ship was discovered in the mid-1830s. From the 1830s to the 1880s, the ship was subject to intense
local speculation. Locals, day-trippers to the nearby beaches, and sailors from nearby whaling ports all testified that
wedged in the high sand-dunes inland from the coast was the wreck of an ancient sailing vessel, complete with hull
and masts. We can’t see it, because by the late 1870s, and by the 1880s certainly – the entire ship had been buried by
the shifting coastal sands, blown inland by the offshore winds (which created the very dunes which have entrapped
the ship). Testimonies from two women stated that the last time any part of the Mahogany Ship was seen above the
ground was in 1878. By 1880, the ship had completely disappeared, and the Mahogany Ship went from local
curiosity to local legend and myth.
There’s a number of reasons why the Mahogany Ship, if it still exists, hasn’t been discovered yet, simply put, it’s a
large area of land to cover and caravels, as we’ve shown, are not very large boats. Big enough to cross an ocean, but
they’re no gigantic, steam-powered ocean liners; they’re small, wooden sailing ships. On top of that, the ship by
now, nearly 200 years later, would be well buried under several meters of shifting sand, blown in from the coast.
Wood buried in sand for hundreds of years will remain safe and fine for millenia, because it’s relatively dry and
shielded from the elements. But the moment it’s exposed to oxygen, it can start to rot and crumble. This is what
happened in Europe when the 16th and 17th century shipwrecks The Mary Rose, and the Vassa were raised from the
sea-floor and taken out of their own protective cocoons (in their case, seawater).
These reasons are why the Mahogany Ship, if it remains to be discovered, as yet hasn’t been discovered. The hurdles
to overcome in finding it, digging it up, and preserving it are significant, and until they can be, the ship will likely
remain buried for several more years to come.
Does the Mahogany Ship Really Exist? How do we know this isn’t some sort of fraud or hoax? Does the Mahogany
Ship really exist? Trawling newspaper accounts from the 1800s seems to give plenty of evidence from separate
witnesses, and Australian history is so patchy and jumbled that a ship from centuries ago really could conceivably
have been wrecked along its southern coast, at a time when the shorelines would’ve been vastly different to how
they are today.
Only time, careful surveying, a proper archaeological dig, and proper preservation of any finds will ever yield any
serious answers, though. But if that ship does exist, and if it is found – it could change the entire timeline of recorded
Western contact with Australia, and Australian history on a whole.
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Long Working Hours,
Isolation Risk, Seafarers’ Mental Health
A research conducted by Cardiff University, sets out to explore mental health and well-being among seafarers
working in the international cargo shipping industry. Long working hours, isolation and extended periods away from
home, put seafarers at risk of poor mental health, the study finds. The study, funded by the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH), calls on cargo shipping companies to provide better support for workers to
help prevent conditions like anxiety and depression. This includes the provision of on board amenities such as
internet access, enhanced accommodation and recreational activities.
Over 1,500 seafarers completed a questionnaire on their experiences for the research, while face-to-face interviews
were conducted with a small group of seafarers, employers, maritime charities and other stakeholders. The results
show that lack of internet access, long periods away from friends and family, poor accommodation and food were
among the leading causes of concern for those working at sea.
Moreover, according to Professor Helen Sampson, who led the study, there is evidence that recent-onset
psychological disorders are increasing among serving seafarers, yet more than half (55%) of employers answered
they had not introduced any policies or practices to address mental health for a decade. In fact, when questioned in
an interview about suffering from mental ill-health, one seafarer said: Between pressure, workload, no days off and
you are a gazillion miles away from home with limited communication, what do you think is going to
happen? ...while another added: You can’t see your kids grow up, you can’t see anything. You are just like an uncle
coming and going
The report also mentions that the provision of free internet access would make the most significant contribution to
improving the mental health and well-being of those working on board ships. Other areas for focus include better
terms and conditions of work, relationships with colleagues on board, accommodation and recreation.
What is more, organisations are urged to provide self-help guidance to improve mental resilience, provide contracts
that ensure balance between work and leave time, introduce and enforce anti-bullying and harassment policies, train
officers on creating a positive on board atmosphere and set up confidential counselling services. Commenting on the
findings of the report, Professor Sampson, Director of Cardiff University’s Seafarers International Research Centre,
based in the School of Social Sciences, said that it is very easy for seafarers working out on the deep ocean to be
invisible to those ashore. Their remoteness allows for abuse to go undetected. He explained that sometimes seafarers
are subjected to bullying and harassment by superiors and colleagues on board. However many employers also
mistreat seafarers by not providing decent and humane living conditions which promote good mental well-being.
More specifically, seafarers working on cargo ships experience very little happiness on board and suffer the
consequences of social isolation, stressful working conditions, fatigue, and monotonous institutional environments.
Duncan Spencer, Head of Advice and Practice at IOSH, highlighted, from his perspective that: Organisations
employing remote workers need to shift their approach to follow similar standards that are being implemented in
other industries. Poor leadership and culture in the organisation, excessive pressure, bullying and harassment are
factors that have the potential to negatively impact on workers’ mental health and wellbeing. It is crucial that these
are seriously considered and given a proportionate approach.
So, can this problem be solved? And what can the shipping industry do to help seafarers. To assist in this effort, the
report suggests the following:
1. At least one activity on-board, such as basketball, squash or swimming
2. At least four activities from table tennis, darts, barbecues, karaoke, bingo, and card and board games
3. A gym with at least three pieces of equipment;
4. At least two facilities from a sauna, a book and DVD library, satellite TV with cabins and a library of
interactive video games
5. Comfortable mattresses and furnishings within cabins
6. Shore leave at every opportunity for all ranks
7. Varied, good quality food.
Editor: Well what can one say - On one hand it might be considered that now merchant seamen are getting soft or
that why has it taken so long for ships companies to see the light. I certainly witnessed stress, but that was the life
one chose, little communication , little wage, little comforts and we made our own entertainment. I say good on
yur…. It’s not before time.

First ship back at Belfast shipyard The first ship has arrived at Harland and Wolff since it was taken over. It
followed a nine-week campaign which saw a worker-led round-the-clock occupation of the historic site –where
Titanic was built –after it was placed into administration over the summer.
Trade unionist Joe Passmore said: “Harland and Wolff are back in business. “The future is looking bright for our
new company. “Harland and Wolff has been bought for £6 million by InfraStrata, a London-based company that
specialises in energy infrastructure projects. Source : Belfast Telegraph
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Protests at plan to drill for oil
in the Great Australian Bight

Drug-submarine’ with
suspected 3,000kg cocaine

Equinor, which plans to start with one exploration well
in the Bight next summer, has stated on its website that
“any oil spill is unacceptable to us”. But the company
has also said a blowout would take at least 15 days to
cap. This is because the equipment needed to stop the
spill — a capping stack — would need to be airlifted
from Singapore, reassembled, and taken out to the well
by a “large crane vessel”.

Two South-American men detained as part of the
operation while third man escaped Spanish police and
customs officers are trying to refloat an apparent “narco
-submarine” that ran aground off the coast of Galicia
while carrying a reported three tonnes of cocaine. Two
people were arrested on Sunday morning while a third
man escaped after the vessel was intercepted in an
estuarine inlet in the north-western Spanish region.

Further concerns have been raised about how a
response program would be coordinated, especially one
forced to contend with the notoriously rough waters in
the Southern Ocean, and the plan to use dispersants if
an oil spill occurred.

An international operation was able to locate a small
submarine about 20 metres long near the beach of Hio
in the province of Pontevedra, a source with the central
government’s delegation to Galicia told Reuters. The
central government’s delegate, Javier Losada, told
Radio Galega that the seizure had also involved
Spanish officers from the Guardia Civil, national police
and customs service.

On November 8th. Australia’s National Offshore
Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management
Authority (NOPSEMA) asked Equinor to modify and
resubmit its environmental plan as it had done on June
27. But some think that because there will always be an
element of environmental risk, NOPSEMA should ban
Equinor from drilling entirely. More than 18 local
governments have taken a stand against the planned
drilling.

Although narco-subs have been used regularly in
Colombia and other parts of South and Central America
for more than 25 years, they remain a novelty in
European waters. The Spanish news agency Efe quoted
Guardia Civil sources, who claimed that the boat was
carrying around 3,000kg of cocaine. However, the
source told Reuters that while the submarine appeared
to be carrying drugs, its cargo had yet to be confirmed.
The Guardia Civil and national police force said they
had no further details on the matter.

Foreign ships fined for using
dirty fuel oil

Losada said efforts to raise the sub were being
hampered by difficult weather conditions and by a lack
of resources. Helicopters and flotation equipment have
been dispatched to the area, which lies south-west of
Pontevedra, but the majority of available resources are
being used to try to refloat the Blue Star, a chemical
tanker that ran aground off Galicia on November
22nd.In 2011, six men were jailed for two years for
attempting to use a homemade submarine in a failed
attempt to bring 750kg of cocaine into Galicia. Their
sentences were later increased by a year by Spain’s
supreme court on the grounds that use of such a vessel
constituted an aggravating factor.

Four foreign vessels have been fined for failing to meet
Taiwan’s requirement for using low-sulfur fuel oil
based on a set of new measures implemented since the
start of this year, the Maritime and Port Bureau said on
Tuesday.
The ships, registered in the Marshall Islands, Panama,
Hong Kong and Singapore, entered either the ports of
Taichung and Kaohsiung. They were each fined
NT$100,000 for breaching “an air pollution prevention
act at international ports,” the bureau said.
The act, implemented one year ahead of the New
International Maritime Organization regulations to be
put in place on Jan. 1st, is aimed at cutting the sulfur
content allowed in shipping fuel to 0.5 percent from 3.5
percent to combat air pollution, bureau officials told a
news conference. Foreign and domestic vessels sailing
on international routes that fail to use low-sulfur fuel oil
when entering Taiwan’s ports risk being detained by
port authorities until improvements are made, the
officials said.

The region’s rias, or inlets, have long been a smuggler’s
paradise, but recent years have seen local drug clans
use them as the main European entry point of
Colombian cocaine source: Guardian

Cunard’s iconic Queen Elizabeth was today
greeted with a dazzling aerial light show featuring 60
illuminated drones soaring above Port Melbourne to
mark the luxury ship’s first Christmas voyage from
Australia and a spectacular highlight of her record local
cruise season.

Citing data compiled through an investigation
commissioned by the Environmental Protection
Administration, the officials said that the levels of
sulfur dioxide detected at the nation’s seven main ports
— in particular Taichung, Keelung and Kaohsiung —
in the first three quarters of this year were down 18
percent, 32 percent and 45 percent respectively
compared with a year earlier. Taiwan’s international
ports also demand that entering ships slow their speed
and use fully automated machinery and equipment to
further reduce pollution, they added.

Producing stunning images and videos and confirming
that ‘no one does Christmas like Cunard’, the city’s
first-ever Drone Show saw perfectly synchronised
drones fly up to 100 metres above Queen Elizabeth for
an eight-minute performance.
Editor: Well that’s a great improvement on fire works.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg4ISOl7btI
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Mediterranean Sea
The Mediterranean Sea is a sea
connected to the Atlantic Ocean,
surrounded by the Mediterranean
Basin and almost completely
enclosed by land: on the north by
Southern Europe and Anatolia, on the
south by North Africa and on the east
by the Levant. Although the sea is
sometimes considered a part of the
Atlantic Ocean, it is usually
identified as a separate body of water.
Geological evidence indicates that
around 5.9 million years ago, the
Mediterranean was cut off from the
Atlantic after the almost complete
evaporation over a period of some
600,000 years, named the Messinian
salinity crisis, before being refilled
by the Zanclean flood about 5.3 million years ago, when 90% of the flood waters were transported from the
Atlantic in a period of less than two years. Water poured in from the Atlantic Ocean through a newly breached
gateway now called the Strait of Gibraltar at an estimated rate of about three orders of magnitude (one thousand
times) larger than the current flow of the Amazon River. Such a mighty influx would, at its height, have caused
sea levels in the Mediterranean to have risen by over 10 metres per day.
There are salt deposits accumulated on the bottom of the basin of more than a million cubic kilometres in some
places more than three kilometres thick.
The Mediterranean covers an approximate area of 2.5 million sq km (965,000 sq miles), representing 0.7 % of the
global ocean surface, but its connection to the Atlantic (the Strait of Gibraltar) is only 14 km (8.7 miles) wide. The
Strait of Gibraltar is a narrow strait that connects the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea and separates Spain in
Europe from Morocco in Africa. In oceanography, it is sometimes called the Eurafrican Mediterranean Sea or the
European Mediterranean Sea to distinguish it from Mediterranean seas elsewhere.
The Mediterranean Sea has an average depth of 1,500 m (4,900 ft) and the deepest recorded point is 5,267 m (17,280
ft) in the Calypso Deep in the Ionian Sea. The sea is bordered on the north by Europe, the east by Asia, and in the
south by Africa. Its west-east length, from the Strait of Gibraltar to the Gulf of Iskenderun, on the southwestern
coast of Turkey, is approximately 4,000 km (2,500 miles). The sea’s average north-south length, from Croatia’s
southern shore to Libya, is approximately 800 km (500 miles).
The sea was an important route for merchants and travellers of ancient times that allowed for trade and cultural
exchange between emergent peoples of the region. The history of the Mediterranean region is crucial to
understanding the origins and development of many modern societies.
The countries surrounding the Mediterranean in clockwise order are Spain, France, Monaco, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia,
Algeria, and Morocco; Malta and Cyprus are island countries in the sea. In addition, the Gaza Strip and the British
Overseas Territories of Gibraltar and Akrotiri and Dhekelia have coastlines on the sea. With its highly indented
coastline and large number of islands, Greece has the longest Mediterranean coastline.
It is claimed that in Classical Antiquity, cultures in the Levant used colours to refer to the cardinal points: black
referred to the north (explaining the name Black Sea), yellow or blue to east, red to south (i.e., the Red Sea), and
white to west.
The sea remained strategically important. British mastery of Gibraltar ensured their influence in Africa and
Southwest Asia. Wars included Naval warfare in the Mediterranean during World War I and Mediterranean theatre
of World War II.
The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 created the first salt-water passage between the Mediterranean and Red Sea.
The Red Sea is higher than the Eastern Mediterranean, so the canal serves as a tidal strait that pours Red Sea water
into the Mediterranean. The Bitter Lakes, which are hyper-saline natural lakes that form part of the canal, blocked
the migration of Red Sea species into the Mediterranean for many decades, but as the salinity of the lakes gradually
equalised with that of the Red Sea, the barrier to migration was removed, and plants and animals from the Red Sea
have begun to colonise the Eastern Mediterranean. The Red Sea is generally saltier and more nutrient-poor than the
Atlantic, so the Red Sea species have advantages over Atlantic species in the salty and nutrient-poor Eastern
Mediterranean.
Some of the world’s busiest shipping routes are in the Mediterranean Sea. It is estimated that approximately 220,000
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says that more than 65% of all fish stocks in the region
are outside safe biological limits and the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation, that some
of the most important fisheries—such as albacore and
bluefin tuna, hake, marlin, swordfish, red mullet and
sea bream are threatened. There are clear indications
that catch size and quality have declined, often
dramatically and in many areas larger and longer-lived
species have disappeared entirely from commercial
catches.

merchant vessels of more than 100 tonnes cross the
Mediterranean Sea each year - about one third of the
world’s total merchant shipping. These ships often
carry hazardous cargo, which if lost would result in
severe damage to the marine environment.
The discharge of chemical tank washings and oily
wastes also represent a significant source of marine
pollution. The Mediterranean Sea constitutes 0.7% of
the global water surface and yet receives 17% of global
marine oil pollution. It is estimated that every year
between 100,000 t (98,000 long tons) and 150,000 t
(150,000 long tons) of crude oil are deliberately
released into the sea from shipping activities.

Cruise to be led by Women
Celebrity Cruises is launching
the first ever cruise to feature and
all-female Bridge and officer
team for a special International
Women’s Day Celebrity Cruises
has revealed it will be hosting the historic sailing to
mark International Women’s Day in 2020, on-board its
brand new ship CELEBRITY EDG Captain Kate
McCue, the first American female cruise ship captain,
will be leading the team of 26 women. That includes
three British women; Rachel Arnold, First Officer, Sue
Denning, Cruise Director, and Jule Sherrington, Guest
Relations Director.

Approximately 360,000,000 long tons of oil are
transported annually in the Mediterranean Sea (more
than 20% of the world total), with around 250–300 oil
tankers crossing the sea every day. Accidental oil spills
happen frequently with an average of 10 spills per year.
A major oil spill could occur at any time in any part of
the Mediterranean.
The Mediterranean Sea is arguably among the most
culturally diverse block basin sea regions in the world,
with a unique combination of pleasant climate,
beautiful coastline, rich history and various cultures.
The Mediterranean region is the most popular tourist
destination in the world—attracting approximately one
third of the world’s international tourists.

The team will also include Nicholine Tifuh Azirh,
Second Officer, who was the first West African woman
to ever work on the bridge of a cruise ship when she
was hired in 2017.Celebrity’s President and CEO Lisa
Lutoff-Perlo will also take part in the exciting venture.

Tourism is one of the most important sources of income
for many Mediterranean countries regardless of the man
-made geopolitical conflicts that harbour coastal
nations. In that regard, authorities around the
Mediterranean have made it a point to extinguish rising
man-made chaotic zones that would affect the
economies, societies in neighbouring coastal countries,
let alone shipping routes. Naval and rescue components
in the Mediterranean Sea are considered one of the very
best due to the quick inter co-operation of various
Naval Fleets within proximity of each other. Unlike the
vast open Oceans, the closed nature of the
Mediterranean Sea provides a much more adaptable
naval initiative among the coastal countries to provide
effective naval and rescue missions, considered the
safest and regardless of any man-made or natural
disaster.

The historic sailings comes as part of Celebrity Cruises
“BRIDGE the gap” initiative, which highlights the
sector traditionally being seen as male dominated when
it comes to leadership roles.
In fact, research by the brand found that only two per
cent of the world’s mariners are women. Celebrity is
already looking to encourage women in positions of
leadership, with 22 per cent of its bridge teams made
up of women. However, this will mark the first time in
the industry that the entire Bridge and officer team will
be led by women.
*********

Celebrity Cruises is a cruise line which was founded in
1988 by the Greece-based Chandris Group. In 1997,
Celebrity Cruises Ltd. merged with Royal Caribbean
Cruise Line to form Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd., and
has been a wholly owned subsidiary of the latter since
then……. Caribbean, Europe & Transatlantic cruises

Tourism also supports small communities in coastal
areas and islands by providing alternative sources of
income far from urban centres. However, tourism has
also played major role in the degradation of the coastal
and marine environment. Rapid development has been
encouraged by Mediterranean governments to support
the large numbers of tourists visiting the region each
year. But this has caused serious disturbance to marine
habitats such as erosion and pollution in many places
along the Mediterranean coasts.
Tourism often concentrates in areas of high natural
wealth, causing a serious threat to the habitats of
endangered Mediterranean species such as sea turtles
and monk seals. Reductions in natural wealth may
reduce incentives for tourists to visit.
Fish stock levels in the Mediterranean Sea are
alarmingly low. The European Environment Agency
9

Indian Ocean raid (1944)
In March 1944, a force of three Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) heavy cruisers raided Allied shipping in the Indian
Ocean. The cruisers departed Japanese held territory on 1 March with the support of other IJN vessels and aircraft.
On 9 March, they encountered and sank the British steamer Behar, with the heavy cruiser Tone picking up over 100
survivors. Fearing detection, the Japanese force subsequently returned to the Netherlands East Indies (NEI), arriving
on 16 March. Two days later, most of Behar’s crew and passengers were murdered on board Tone
In February 1944, the Japanese Combined Fleet withdrew from its base at Truk in the Central Pacific to Palau and
Singapore. The appearance of a powerful Japanese naval force at Singapore concerned the Allies, as it was feared
that these ships could potentially conduct raids in the Indian Ocean and against Western Australia. In response, the
Allies strengthened their naval and air forces in the area by transferring two British light cruisers from the Atlantic
and Mediterranean as well as several U.S. Navy warships from the Pacific. The number of air units in Ceylon and
the Bay of Bengal region was also increased. Admiral James Somerville, the commander of the British Eastern Fleet,
feared that the Japanese would repeat their devastating Indian Ocean raid of early 1942, and on 25 February
requested permission to withdraw his fleet from its base at Trincomalee so that it was not at risk from the larger
Japanese force. The Admiralty rejected this request, and directed that the fleet should remain at Trincomalee unless
it was threatened by a superior Japanese force as its withdrawal would affect morale and harm Britain’s prestige in
the region.
In late February, Vice Admiral Shiro Takasu the Commander in Chief, Southwest Area Fleet ordered the heavy
cruisers Aoba, Chikuma, and Tone to raid Allied shipping on the main route between Aden and Fremantle. This
force was commanded by Vice Admiral Naomasa Sakonju on board Aoba. In his instructions to Sakonju, Vice
Admiral Takasu directed that if the force captured Allied merchant seamen all prisoners, other than radio operators
and other personnel who might possess useful information, were to be killed. Sakonju did not question this order.
The Japanese cruisers embarked specialised boarding parties for this operation as it was hoped that they could
capture merchant ships to alleviate Japan’s shipping shortage.
The three Japanese heavy cruisers departed from the Combined Fleet’s anchorage in the Lingga Islands on 27
February. The light cruisers Kinu and Ōi and three destroyers escorted the force through the Sunda Strait on 1
March. The raiders were supported by 10 medium bombers and three or four seaplanes based in Sumatra and west
Java which conducted patrols in the direction of Ceylon. Three or four submarines from the 8th Flotilla also
monitored Allied shipping movements near Ceylon, the Maldive Islands and Chagos Archipelago. The Allies did not
detect the Japanese force’s departure, but reinforced their forces in Western Australia after an American submarine
encountered Kinu and Ōi operating near the Lombok Strait on 6 March. The presence of these ships was taken to
indicate that a hostile force had possibly been dispatched into the Indian Ocean. On 8 March, Somerville directed all
Allied ships travelling between 80 and 100° east to divert to the south or west.
After leaving the Sunda Strait, the Japanese heavy
cruisers sailed south west for the main route between
Aden and Fremantle. The ships were spread 50 km by
day and 20 km by night and maintained radio silence.
On the morning of 9 March, they encountered the
6,200 ton British steamer SS Behar was about
midway between Fremantle and Colombo. The ship
was travelling from Fremantle to Bombay as part of a
voyage between Newcastle, New South Wales and the
United Kingdom carrying a cargo of zinc.
Upon sighting the Japanese ships, Behar’s master,
Captain Maurice Symons, ordered that his radio
operator transmit the “RRR” code in order to notify
other ships and Allied bases that the merchant ship was being attacked by surface raiders. Tone’s signals room
picked up this message, and the cruiser opened fire on SS Behar. The Japanese cruiser did not attempt to capture the
steamer, as it was judged too risky to sail her back to Japanese territory. Tone’s gunners scored hits on SS Behar’s
prow and stern which killed three of her crew. Five minutes after the sighting, Behar’s crew and passengers
abandoned ship. The steamer sank shortly afterwards and over 100 survivors were rescued by Tone.
The Behar survivors were maltreated by members of Tone’s crew. Japanese sailors forced the survivors to hand over
all their personal belongings of any value, and then used ropes to tie the survivors in painful positions which caused
them to have difficulty breathing. The merchant ship’s chief officer was beaten after he complained that treating
civilians in such a way violated the Geneva Convention. However, the female survivors later had their ropes
removed. When the survivors were taken below decks to be imprisoned they were badly beaten by Japanese sailors.
Following the attack, Sakonju judged that it was too dangerous to continue the raid as SS Behar’s distress message
may have alerted the Allies to his force’s presence. Accordingly, the Japanese turned back for the NEI that day. The
heavy cruisers were again escorted through the Sunda Strait by Kinu, Ōi and five destroyers, and arrived back at the
NEI on 15 March. During this time, the Behar survivors were held in a small and extremely hot store room on board
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female camp nearby. After all the members of the
group had been interrogated, the survivors were
separated and sent to other camps in Java or to work as
slave labourers in Japan. All the survivors were freed
after the end of the war in August 1945.

Tone, and were given little access to food and water,
sanitary facilities and exercise.
Despite Sakonju’s fears, the Allies were not
immediately aware of the attack on SS Behar. Her
distress signal had been picked up by only a single
Allied merchant ship, which did not report it until she
arrived at Fremantle on 17 March. In the meantime,
Somerville had decided on 16 March that surface
raiders no longer posed a threat to shipping in the
Indian Ocean and allowed Allied vessels to resume
their normal routing.

Following the war, the Allies prosecuted the officers
responsible for the murders on board Tone. Vice
Admiral Takasu had died from disease in September
1944, but Sakonju was tried by the British in 1947 at
Hong Kong and sentenced to death. Mayuzumi was
also convicted for his role in the killings and sentenced
to seven years imprisonment.

Shortly after the SS Behar survivors were rescued,
Sakonju sent a radio message to Tone’s commanding
officer, Captain Haruo Mayuzumi, reprimanding him
for taking non-essential personnel prisoner and not
capturing the merchant ship. In this message Sakonju
ordered that the survivors be killed. Mayuzumi was
unwilling to do so, however, as he felt that this would
violate his Christian religious beliefs. His executive
officer, Commander Junsuke Mii, also opposed killing
the prisoners. Mayuzumi radioed a request to Sakonju
that the prisoners be put ashore, but this was rejected.
The captain then visited Aoba to argue his case, but
Sakonju remained unmoved and told Mayuzumi to
“obey my orders”. Despite his misgivings, Mayuzumi
decided to kill the prisoners.

News from the Almoner
Well lads and lassies, the sick parade doesn’t get any
shorter and there was me hoping the New Year would
bring a change, Mike Taylor recovering from a Stroke in
Murwillumbah Re hab, has had a fall and broken his
pelvis, he’s walked over the proverbial China man.
Brian Ribbans our UK Vindi Boy, has been diagnosed
with Cancer of the Esophagus, only early news. Patricia
Armstrong remains the same and has had a couple of
falls, no further recovery anticipated from her stroke.
My own wife Eileen still in a lot of pain from Neuralgia
and sees her surgeon on the 22nd of January.

On 15 March the three heavy cruisers anchored at
Tanjung Priok near Java. Following this, either 15 or 36
survivors were transferred to Aoba. The party sent to
Aoba included Symonds, the Behar’s chief officer and
several of the senior officers as well as both of the
ship’s female passengers. All of this group were later
landed at Tanjung Priok.

You’ll all be please to know I’m OK except for Dodgy
Ticker, Osteo Arthritis, Asthma, Emphysema, Swollen
Ankles, Blurred Vision, and Memory loss, otherwise I’m
OK, the good news is my Pommie family of six, I
managed to get on a plane back to the UK on
Wednesday 8th January, this saved Australia from
further destruction. Don’t forget our first meeting on the
19th February, Narelle will be in touch with you, Good
Luck and Good Health,
Brian

The three cruisers sailed from Tanjung Priok bound for
Singapore on 18 March. That night, all the prisoners on
board Tone were beheaded by several of the cruiser’s
officers. Mayuzumi watched the killings from the
ship’s bridge but Mii refused to take part.

The Los Angeles Port Police have given a presentation
to the Los Angeles Harbour Department, extolling the
benefits of drones for mapping and photography
assignments. The meeting was the final step in an
ongoing plan to deploy the drones.

Aoba, Chikuma and Tone arrived at Singapore on 25
March. The Indian Ocean raid was the last operation
conducted by Axis surface raiders during World War II.
As a result, Behar was the final Allied merchant ship to
be sunk by surface raiders during the war. The raid is
notable chiefly for the SS Behar massacre; it achieved
little militarily. The raid failed to disrupt Allied traffic
in the region as the diversions ordered by Somerville on
8 March were rescinded by the 16th. The only tangible
result was the sinking of one ship, the SS Behar; by
contrast Axis submarines sank three ships in the Indian
Ocean during the same period. The raid was also less
successful than comparable raids by surface ships in the
region, such as that of the Admiral Scheer in 1941. The
Japanese made no attempt to capitalize on their
numerical superiority in the region and by the end of
the month it had vanished; reinforcements to the
Eastern Fleet enabled Somerville to start a series of
carrier raids, commencing with the attack on Sabang on
19 April 1944.

The Port Police and Harbour Department already have
seven such drones and have been conducting training
exercises. The US Coast Guard has already started
deploying drones to inspect hard-to-access navigation
markers, along with equipping its cutters with intercept
drones that will aid the cause of slowing the proliferation
of drugs into the US.
One such drone, the ScanEagle, assisted in seizing 1,700
kilograms of contraband valued at US$55 million and
contributed to the arrest of ten major drug traffickers. In
addition to mapping/photography assignments and
security and surveillance, the port drones will be useful
in search-and-rescue missions for endangered crew.
Another useful service provided by drones will be the
deployment of small timely items needed onboard
vessels anchored in port. These drone-drops are already
in use in Singapore, which uses Skyways drones made
by Airbus to deliver goods to nearby ships. Though
currently these drone-drops are limited to four kilograms
of material within a few kilometres.

The party of SS Behar survivors who had been landed
at Tanjung Priok were initially interned in prisoner of
war camps in Java; the male prisoners were sent to a
camp near Batavia and the women were held in a
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Two patients limp into two different medical clinics
with the same complaint. Both have trouble walking
and appear to require a hip replacement.

Over the years, my wife and I have usually managed
to decode the amusing, but confusing gender signs
sometimes put on transport-stop toilet doors Mangos
and Nomangos, Buoys and Gulls, Laddies and Lassies,
etc.), and even once at a refurbished church; the door
labels were “Hymns” & “Hers”, but every so often we
get stumped.

The FIRST patient is examined within the hour, is xrayed the same day and has a time booked for surgery
the following week.
The SECOND sees his family doctor after waiting 3
weeks for an appointment, then waits 8 weeks to see a
specialist, then gets an x-ray, which isn’t reviewed for
another week and finally has his surgery scheduled for
6 months from then.

Recently my wife Shirley wandered off in search of the
ladies’s room and found herself confronted by two
marked doors. One was labeled “Crocus,” and the other
was designated “Jade”. Completely baffled, she stopped
a restaurant employee.

Why the different treatment for the two patients?

“Excuse me; I need to use the
ladies restroom,” she said,
gesturing toward the doors,
“Which one should I use?”
“Actually, we would prefer you
to go there,” the employee said,
pointing to a door down the hall
marked “Ladies.” “Crocus and
Jade are our private dining
rooms.”

The FIRST is a Golden Retriever. The SECOND is a
Senior Citizen. Next time go to a vet!

Q: Why do surgeons wear face masks?

SEQ SLOP CHEST

A: So if they make a mistake, no one will
know who did it.

Metal MN Lapel Badges
$8 00 each
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
$5.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$22.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$15.00 each
MN Cap Badge
$17.00 each
Club Shirt (to order)
$50.00 each
$20.00 each
Club Caps, now available
Note:- Shirts and Caps subsidised by the Association
MN Poppy Badge
$20.00 each

The son of a Saudi mogul goes to study in Europe.
One night, the phone rings at the house of his parents.
Dad: How’s your life going, son.
Son: It’s going well, dad.
Dad: Is something wrong, you don’t sound happy?
Son: No Dad, everything’s fine, England is wonderful,
the people are nice and I really like it here.
Dad: Son, tell me the truth, I know something’s not
right.
Son: Dad, I am a bit ashamed to drive to my college
with my gold Ferrari 599GTB when all my teachers
and many fellow students travel by train.
Dad: My dear son,
why didn’t you say so
earlier? I will send
you 15 million euro
this instant please stop
embarrassing us and
go and get yourself a
train too
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